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Scene Breakdown 
 
 
 

Scene 1 – Info Night Begins 
Mrs Grimm 
Mr Priddle 

Miss Wibberly 
All Parents 

 
Scene 2 – The Bus Depot Part 1 

Mrs Grimm 
Mr Priddle 

Miss Wibberly 
All Bus Drivers 

 
Scene 3 – The Journey 

Ron 
Miss Suffix 
Mr Prefix 

All of the Kids 
 

Scene 4 – Camp Staff Meeting 
Mrs Grimm 

Miss Wibberly 
Mr Priddle 

All Camp Employees 
 

Scene 5 - Dinner 
Duncan 
Brenda 

Stan 
All of the Teachers 

All of the Kids 
All Toffingtons 

 

Scene 6 & 7 
All of the Teachers 

All of the Kids 
All Toffingtons 

 
Scene 8 – Midnight Feast! 

Mrs Grimm 
Miss Wibberly 

Mr Priddle 
Mr Prefix 

All of the Kids 
All Toffingtons 

 
Scene 9 – Camp Review 

Mrs Grimm 
Mr Priddle 

Miss Wibberly 
All Camp Employees 

 
Scene 10 – The Parents Part 2 

All Parents 
George 
Casey 

 
Scene 11 – The Bus Depot Part 2 

All Bus Drivers 
 

Scene 12 - Info Night Ends 
Mrs Grimm 
Mr Priddle 

Miss Wibberly 
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SCENE 1 – Info Night Begins 
 

SONG: Preps 
 

(The Principal, Mrs Grimm, and teachers Mr Priddle and Miss Wibberly stand at 
a podium on the side of the stage to address the audience) 

 
Mrs Grimm: Good evening to all of you. As you know, I am Mrs Grimm, proud 
Principal of __________. Along with Mr Priddle and Miss Wibberly here, I would 
like to welcome you to this evening’s presentation about our upcoming five-day 
school camp to the Slippery Slopes Activity Centre.  
 
Mr Priddle: Now, last year’s trip to Slippery Slopes was led by our colleagues 
Miss Suffix and Mr Prefix. (bitterly) They would have been in charge again this 
year and would have been giving this evening’s presentation which is outside of 
our paid hours (Miss Wibberly elbows him), but unfortunately both recently and 
conveniently went on long-term sick leave at exactly the same time so- 
  
Miss Wibberly: (Interrupting) SO instead we are lucky enough to be 
accompanying the students! So lucky. Miss Suffix and Mr Prefix assured us that 
last year’s camp was a totally original program and quite the adventure for 
everyone involved. (Checks notes) By all accounts it was full of exciting 
challenges that tested their- 
 
Mr Priddle: Patience  
 
Miss Wibberly: Ingenuity and helped them discover skills and talents they 
never knew they possessed!  
 
Mrs Grimm: Yes, it certainly lived up to expectations. And what expectations 
they were! Weeks before they even got on the bus, the children were so 
excited about the prospect of breaking out…of having an adventure…of a taste 
of freedom!  
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SONG: 1/2s                 
 

(After the 1/2s exit, Mrs Grimm, Mr Priddle and Miss Wibberly stand side of 
stage again.) 
 
Mrs Grimm: Now, as parents some of you will, of course, be a little anxious 
about your precious child being away for the best part of a week. That’s 
understandable – this may well be the first time they’ll be spending more than 
a few hours out of your loving care.  
 
Mr Wibberly: But you can be certain that their safety and well-being is always 
our priority. We have recently received training in first aid - 
 
Mr Priddle: A full hour’s worth! We even got certificates (waving a certificate)!  
 
Miss Wibberly: So your children will clearly be in very capable hands.    
 
Mrs Grimm: But if you still have concerns, why not talk to the parents of the 
children who went last year? They’ll be able to put your minds at rest. As I recall, 
those mums and dads all seemed very relaxed and happy about the prospect of 
their loved-ones going on the trip… 
 
(Mr Priddle and Miss Wibberly are shaking their heads ‘no’ as Mrs Grimm 
recommends this) 
 
FLASHBACK 
 
(We see the parents in their loungerooms/homes. The lights highlight one set of 
parents. Jenny, one of the Mums is holding a letter from school.) 

 
Jenny: (fretting) Oh, I’m not sure about this. Five days away from us in an 
environment which is, (reading) ‘challenging to mind, body and spirit.’ She’s an 
eleven-year-old schoolgirl, not an SAS soldier!  
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Homer: And we won’t be able to give her a good night kiss! I won’t be able to 
sleep, Jenny, not without giving her a kiss goodnight. And what if she doesn’t 
get her 8 hours! Lack of adequate sleep in preteens is a leading cause of not 
getting into University later in life! 
 
Jenny: It’s called ‘Slippery Slopes Activity Centre’ for goodness’ sake! Slippery 
Slopes! The name hardly inspires confidence! 
 
Homer: Look, why not give Kate a ring? I was speaking to her and Bill yesterday 
and they’re also concerned about sending Arthur. Call her now and see what 
she says.  
  
Jenny: OK then. (taking out a mobile phone and dialling)….Hi Kate, it’s Jenny….. 
 
(The lights change to highlight the next set of parents.) 
 
Kate: (fretting) Oh Jenny, I’m glad you called…...well yes, we were happy about 
it at first, but then I googled ‘Slippery Slopes Activity Centre’. Do you know, 
they serve chips with every meal and the orange juice they give the kids at 
breakfast isn’t freshly squeezed…...I know….... (Bill enters waving the letter)…. 
Listen, I’ll call you later. It looks like Bill’s found something else. Bye. 
 
Bill: I’m just re-reading the letter from school. It says here that the children will 
be working in groups to attempt challenges. How will Arthur demonstrate his 
natural talents if he’s always surrounded by other kids? He works much better 
solo - other kids just distract him. I don’t like the idea of him being swallowed 
up in some group, not able to shine. 
 
Kate: Look, why don’t we give Annie and Mike a ring? She and Mike are bound 
to be on top of this. I bet they’ve already seen Miss Suffix and asked if all the 
pillows are memory foam!  
 
Bill: Great idea. Go on, give them a call now.    
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Kate: (taking out a mobile phone and dialling)…...Oh, Hi Mike, it’s Kate. Is Annie 
there…….? I just wanted to get her thoughts on this Slippery Slopes camp. 
 
(The lights change again to highlight the next set of parents) 
 
Annie: Hello Kate. I’m afraid Mike has locked himself in the bathroom, sobbing, 
and he refuses to come out until I tell our Kerry she can’t go on this trip. MIKE! 
IT’S KATE AND BILL ON THE PHONE! 
 
Mike: (from off-stage) TELL THEM WE’LL CALL BACK WHEN I’VE CALMED 
DOWN! 
 
Annie: Kate, we’ll will call you back in a while when he’s calmed down….. 
OK…..bye now. (Mike enters, blowing his nose and dabbing his eyes with a 
tissue.) Ah, there you are. Feeling any better? 
 
Mike: A little bit. I’m sorry Annie. I just don’t think it’s healthy to be separated for 
so long. Three days! Kerry will hate it. I can’t bear the thought of our baby stuck in 
that awful place, desperate to be with us, feeling abandoned by the people that 
love her most. Oh! (he sobs) 
 
Annie: We just need to be strong. I mean, if we feel bad, imagine what Pete and 
Yvonne are going through. Both of their children are going on this trip! 
 
Mike: Oh, I didn’t think! Poor Pete and Yvonne!  
 
(The lights come up on Yvonne and Pete) 
 
Yvonne: (handing a glass of something fizzy with an umbrella to Pete) Time for a 
celebration I think! Here you go! 
 
Pete: Yes indeed! (waving the letter) It’s official! Both of them will be out of our 
hair and out of this house for three blissful days! I tell you what, this trip can’t 
come soon enough. 
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Yvonne: Just think, no mess to tidy up, no noise and no tantrums. We’ll get to 
sit in peace and quiet, in our lounge, watching tv programmes we want to 
watch! Heaven! 
 
Pete: And best of all, it says here (reading) ‘Under no circumstances will mobile 
phones be allowed’, which means we don’t even have to talk to them! Now 
that’s a result! 
 
Both: (clinking glasses and relaxing) CHEERS! 
 
(The intro music then plays and everyone gets into position for the next song. 
Fade the music when ready.) 
 

SONG: 1/2s 
 
                 
(As the intro music plays everyone resumes their seats and the main stage is set 
up for the next scene. Fade the music when ready.) 
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SCENE 2- The Bus Depot Part 1 
 
(Mrs Grimm, Mr Priddle and Miss Wibberly stand centre stage again.) 
 
Mrs Grimm: Let’s see…(consulting her notes)…what’s the next thing to tell you 
about? Ah yes, travel arrangements. The bus company we will be using is the 
same as last year. Prangit Coaches are a local company with over one and a half 
years’ experience taking school trips. They pride themselves on the fact that 
they have recently upgraded most of their vehicles to include seat belts!  
 
Miss Wibberly: (with a worried smile but trying to be supportive) So safe...  
  
Mrs Grimm: Now, some of you may have heard that drivers don’t tend to stay 
long at Prangit Coaches, but the company strenuously denies the rumours that 
this is due to driver incompetence. They state that they train their drivers to 
such a high standard that many are ‘head-hunted’ by large companies such as 
Ventura Buses, hence their frequent turn-around of employees. 
 
Mr Priddle: Hah!  
 
Miss Wibberly: What’s most important to know however is that they just adore 
our children and love being a part of such a special occasion! 
 
FLASHBACK 
 
(The setting can either be the staff room at the Bus Depot or a diner. Maggie 
and Clive can either be waitstaff or fellow Bus Drivers) 
Maggie: White with two sugars for you Clive. White with three for you Derek.  
 
Alan: A hot chocolate for you Ron and a can of Coke for Cath. All that should 
make the four of you feel sweeter than you look. What’s the matter? You’ve 
got faces like wet weekends! 
 
Clive: Sorry, Alan. I guess we’re all just a bit uptight at the minute.  
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Maggie: Whatever for? It can’t be work, surely? I know I’m new but it seemed 
like you all love driving buses! 
 
Cath: Well, we haven’t seen the rota for next week’s jobs yet. We heard there’s 
one coming up that’s a right stinker and we’re all nervous about who it’ll be 
assigned to! 
 
Maggie: A ‘right stinker’?  
 
Clive: Look, in our line of work there are the jobs that we all hope to get, and 
jobs we dread. For example, a favourite is taking the pensioners to the seaside 
for the day. The noise level never gets above a polite chit-chat on the way, and 
coming back most of them are asleep. They’re the kind of jobs you want. 
 
Derek: Yeah, or taking the historical society to the museum. They rarely open 
their tupperware on the bus, but if they do they always seal their litter back 
inside and take it home with them. 
 
Ron: But now and again you’ll be the one chosen to drive a load of Collingwood 
supporters to an away game. For starters, the language is bad enough to make a 
bloke blush! Then there’s the yelling and banging on the windows every time we 
pass another coach.  
 
Cath: Sometimes we need a police escort ’cause rival fans attack the bus!  
 
Ron: And the litter when we get back! I can’t begin to tell you some of the things 
we find under the seats! 
 
Maggie: Hmmm, that does sound bad. And that’s what’s in store for one of you 
lot next week is it? 
 
Cath: If only, Maggie. No, the job in question is a hundred times worse… 
 
(Ted excitedly enters, waving a sheet of paper.) 
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Ted: I’ve got it! Next week’s rota! Here it is!  
 
Ron, Cath, Clive and Derek: Well read it out then! 
 
Ted: OK, here goes. Are you ready?…(reading)...oh thank goodness! I’ve got the 
daily city-centre run via the museum, plus two evening theatre trips. Clive, 
you’ve got a four-day business convention in Geelong. 
 
Clive: (punching the air) YES! 
 
Ted: Cath…a seven-day package tour for 18-30 year olds to Byron Bay. 
 
Cath: Oh fun!  
 
Ted: Derek….you’ve got three days with the pensioners in the Dandenong Ranges. 
Oh lucky you, you’re visiting Miss Marple’s Tearoom in Sassafras!   
 
Derek: (fist pumps) YES!  
 
Ted: Then you’ve got Thursday and Friday off,  then the Richmond versus 
Hawthorn game on Saturday. Which means Ron…… 
 
Ron: (hands to cheeks) NOOOO! 
 
Alan: (realising and patting Ron on the back) Oh dear. There, there Ron. 
 
Maggie: What? What is it? What’s he got? 
 
Clive: Well, that means dear ol’ Ron here, has only gone and landed the job of 
driving the kids from (insert school name) on their five day school camp!  
 
Cath: That’s the one we were dreading. 
 
Maggie: But it’s just a school trip? What’s so bad about a school trip? 
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Ted: Ahh Maggie, how can we put it……..that lot from (insert school name)  are 
as nutty as a fruitcake. 
 
Clive: Off their rocker! 
 
Derek: Stark raving mad!  
 
Ron: Completely Stir Crazy! (still very distraught and weeping) 
 

SONG: 3/4s 
 
 
(As the intro music plays (track 16) everyone resumes their seats and the main 
stage is set up for the next scene. Fade the music when ready.) 
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SCENE 3- The Journey 
 
Miss Suffix and Mr Prefix get the kids loaded onto the bus. As they travel across 
the stage we can see poor Ron trying to deal with the utter chaos. This is a great 
opportunity for students to create short vignettes and come up with their own 
‘moments’ in the bus. One vignette should be Kerry yelling 
“Freeeeedddoooommmm”! 
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SCENE 4- Camp Staff Meeting 
 
(The three teachers stand centre stage again. Each has a Slippery Slopes 
pamphlet.) 
 
Mrs Grimm: Now I think we should spend a few minutes telling you about the 
Slippery Slopes Activity Centre itself. I know last year the name ‘Slippery Slopes’ 
raised a few eyebrows amongst parents, as they thought it suggested a rather 
relaxed attitude to health and safety.  
  
(Mr Priddle is nodding) 
 
Mrs Grimm: Far from it!! The name ‘Slippery Slopes’ was chosen because, 
according to the brochure, (reading) ‘the morning frost on the hillside sparkles 
like a blanket of diamonds which, although quite difficult to walk on, is 
beautiful to look at- 
 
Mr Priddle: (under his breath) Especially close up when you’ve fallen flat on 
your face during the 6am five-mile hike.   
 
Miss Wibberly: Furthermore, Slippery Slopes describes itself as (reading of 
Grimm’s pamphlet) ‘a peaceful haven for children, an escape from the 
trappings of modern life and a place where traditional values and lifestyles can 
be experienced.’  
 
Mrs Grimm: And by all accounts the team at Slippery Slopes are a super bunch. 
Largely made up of uni students so very cost effective and (Wibberly elbows 
her)... enthusiastic! They certainly made last year’s children very welcome 
indeed. 
 
FLASHBACK 
 
(We open on the Camp Employees in the kitchen having a meeting before the 
schools arrive) 
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Ingrid (the Manager): They’ll be here in half an hour! Are we ready, team? This 
season must go without a hitch. If we have to give another re-fund, we’ll be 
well and truly sunk! 
 
Instructor Steve (an instructor): Ha! A bit like that boatload of kids we took out 
onto the lake last year… Mind you, because the baths and showers weren’t 
working, that sinking was their best opportunity for a proper wash! 
 
Ingrid: Which reminds me Stan, did you check the plumbing? 
 
Stan (the Handyman): Don’t you worry boss. Nearly all the leaks have been 
sorted, we’re up to fifty percent of toilets now flushing and almost every 
bathroom has at least one bath or shower with warm-ish water. 
 
Ingrid: Great work Stan. Now, mealtimes; do we have plenty of fresh supplies 
in? We absolutely cannot run out of food...again! 
 
Brenda (the assistant cook): We’ve got loads stocked up boss. The freezers are 
bulging! They’re so full we can’t shut the doors.  
 
Duncan (the head cook): Which might explain the puddles on the floor and the 
smell! (the others nod in agreement). The food should really be kept cold. The 
last thing we need is another case of food poisoning.  
 
Brenda: (thinking) Well how about we store some of the food in the 
dormitories? The temperature in there at night regularly gets close to zero. 
 
Ingrid: Good idea! Right Stan, make sure you take the glass out of a few of 
those dormitory windows, just so it doesn’t get too warm. 
 
Stan: Consider it done. 
 
Ingrid: Excellent! Now, what about the mice? 
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Brenda: Ahh, well I think I’ve got that covered with a little help from my friend, 
Fred.  
 
Ingrid: (making notes on a clipboard) And is Fred properly certified for rodent 
extermination? 
 
Brenda: Absolutely! 
 
Duncan: (shaking his head) It’s a snake, Ingrid.  
 
Steve and Bert: A snake!? 
 
Ingrid :(not alarmed, just thinking). So he’ll work for food and board? Ingenious 
- love the out-of-the-box thinking here, team. Let’s keep him in (checking 
clipboard) uh…dorm A. Dorm A still has its windows, right Stan? 
 
Stan: Which one is A? I mean, yes, yes definitely.  
 
Ingrid: Terrific.  This is real progress! What about the activities the children will 
be doing?  
 
Instructor Steve: Got it covered boss. The usual 6am five-mile hike over the 
hillsides will be a daily event.  
 
Ingrid: OK. Just one thing though, the air ambulance has been given advance 
warning this time hasn’t it? I think their crew felt a little overstretched last year 
with the continual phone calls. 
 
Instructor Hailey: Don’t worry boss, all the emergency services have been 
notified and will be on high alert over the next five days. 
 
Instructor Bert: As for the team-building activities we’ve laid on, the first will 
be… hole-digging! The children work in teams of eight to dig holes, and at the 
end of four hours the team with the deepest hole wins! 
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Stan: But won’t that mean we’ll have lots of holes all over the place? 
 
Instructor Bert: Which brings us to our next team-building activity….hole-
filling! Basically, the children work in teams of eight to….. 
 
Ingrid: Yes, I think I get the picture. That all sounds fine, but isn’t there 
anything that might be considered more ‘value-for-money’? 
 
Instructor Renee: There’s is the raft-building challenge? Using materials 
available to them the children will construct a working raft that can get their 
team across the lake in one piece. Well…that’s the plan anyway. 
 
Ingrid: Excellent! You know, for the first time in years I feel confident about a 
school group coming to visit. I tell you, with the negative publicity we’ve 
received in the past, to the general public we must have seemed like…well, like 
a bit of a zoo! I mean that last review (shakes her head) they made it sound like 
we don’t even feed the wild animals - I mean children!! 
 
 

SONG: 3/4s 
 
 
(As the song finishes the staff move off and the scene changes to outside where 
the bus has finally pulled up. Mr Prefix and MIss Suffix emerge looking very 
frazzled. Ingrid goes to meet them).  
 
Ingrid: Ah! You must be the party from (insert school name). Welcome to 
Slippery Slopes Camp!  
 
Miss Suffix: Thank you. I’m Miss Suffix and this is Mr Prefix. I must say, you’re a 
bit off the beaten track here. It took us ages to find you. 
 
Mr Prefix: It’s put our bus driver in a foul mood. Not that he was full of the joys 
of spring when we set off! 
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Ingrid: Well you’re here now. Right, first things first, let’s get these children to 
their dormitories. When they’ve unpacked and freshened up, we have a lovely 
meal prepared for them.  
 
(Ingrid leaves) 
 
Miss Suffix: So, what do you reckon? 
 
Mr Prefix: I already need a holiday.  
 
(As the intro music plays they exit and the stage is cleared for the next scene. 
Fade the music when ready.) 
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SCENE 5- Dinner 
 
(Mrs Grimm, Mr Priddle and Miss Wibberly stand centre stage again.) 
 
Mrs Grimm: Now, one of the things we feel is important about camp trips is 
the fact that our children get to mix with other people from different places 
and different backgrounds. Get out of their comfort zone a little! 
  
Miss Wibberly: There’s a chance that groups from other schools will be staying 
at Slippery Slopes, so we will encourage our children to offer the hand of 
friendship. It’s always a wonderful opportunity to broaden their social 
horizons! 
 
Mr Priddle: (rolls his eyes) Yes, a wonderful opportunity indeed.  
 
FLASHBACK 
 
Brenda: Oh my days there’s HUNDREDS of them! They’re out for blood too! 
Quick- bar the doors and defend the fridge! 
 
Duncan: Oh calm down, Brenda. They’re just hungry kids.  
 
Brenda: I think you mean HANGRY kids.  Hyperactive, grubby, hangry, CRAZY 
devil children! 
 
Duncan: Don’t go hysterical on me - breathe into this bag. Now, where are 
those chicken nuggets you cooked? 
 
Brenda: Cooked? I thought you just said to get them out of the dormitories! 
And anyway the oven doesn’t work, remember!? 
 
Duncan: Well of course I said cooked! We can’t exactly serve them still 
clucking! My word where is that “handyman”!?  
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Ingrid: Everything ok in here team? (doesn’t wait for an answer) TERRIFIC! Keep 
up the great work! 
 
(Stan walks through the kitchen)  
 
Duncan: Stan! Stanley! Get over here you good for nothing - the oven’s aren’t 
working! How exactly do you suggest I defrost and cook chicken nuggets for 75 
hungry children in the next ten minutes? 
 
Stan: Uhhh well I was getting to the ovens but there’s been an unexpected 
development in the dorms. (he looks around to make sure he’s not being 
overheard) In Dorm A if you catch my meaning… 
 
Duncan: Oh my WORD! Stan, you go deal with…that. We’ll deal with the 
nuggets. Quick, let’s get out all the toasters - Brenda there’s a hairdryer in the 
staff bathroom! 
 
Brenda: (running offstage) And Hailey has a hair straightener! 
 
(the action moves to the other side of the stage where the kids are sitting at 
their tables) 
 
Jodie: (Arrives at the table) I heard it’s chicken nuggets and chips! 
 
Kerry: Ugh, I hope there’s a vegan option.  
 
Arthur: Pass the cordial please. 
 
Sue: Well I’m sure the cooks have done their best. Although it does smell a 
bit…interesting in here.  
 
Charlie: Cordials a bit generous - more like water with a hint of orange.  
 
George: Casey, look at this (uses his fork to flip a pea at Sue. The two laugh and 
continue flicking peas around the room). 
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Frankie: I don’t care what we have for mains. It’s all about dessert. I heard last 
year they had chocolate sundaes! I’m getting mine with all the trimmings. I’m 
talking fudge, banana, peanuts-  
 
Genevieve: (leans over from her table) Unlikely. We don’t eat dessert.  
 
Cordelia: (nodding) Sugar is bad for you.  
 
Frankie: (shrugs) Okay so don’t eat it. (has a realisation) OH! But don’t tell the 
teachers - I’ll eat yours for you! 
 
Theodore: You don’t understand. Miss Finster has informed the staff that 
dessert won’t be necessary.  
 
Arthur: Won’t be necessary?  
 
Montgomery: Correct. You do know sugar can make children hyperactive?  
 
Frankie: Uh… exactly!? We’re supposed to get hyped up then head to the 
dorms and talk all night! 
 
Roger: We’re supposed to return to the dorms and sleep in preparation for 
tomorrow’s competition.  
 
Casey: Competition? (she is still flicking peas with Charlie and only half 
listening) 
 
Rosalind: We’re competing of course. The great Toffington College 
vs….whoever you lot are.  
 
Genevieve: (looking the other kids up and down) Competition might be too 
strong a word for it. (Toffingtons snigger) 
 
Jodie: Hey!  
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Arthur: I didn’t realise we were competing? What…what happens if we lose? 
 
Theodore: Well surely you’re used to that by now? 
 
Jodie: HEY! 
 
Cordelia: It’s such a shame they couldn’t fit us in with a school that could 
match us.  
 
Kerry: Oh we can’t match you? I’ll match you right here, right now! 
 
Sue: Settle down, Kerry. I’m sure they just mean it as some friendly competitive 
banter.  
 
Roger: No, we’re going to wipe the floor with you. (he is suddenly hit by some 
flying food- Casey and Charlie). UGH! 
 
Rosalind: How dare you! Poor Monty… 
 
Genevieve: Oh. It’s on (some sort of struggle or fight ensues) 
 
Miss Finster: What on earth? ENOUGH! (addressing Mr Prefix and Miss Suffix 
who are watching in horror) Is this how you run your school!? Disgraceful! It’s 
no wonder your students have no discipline. Toffington! 
 
 
(All the Toffington students snap to attention) 
 
Miss Finster: Time for bed. All of you. (turning back to Prefix and Suffix) this 
totally unprovoked attack will not go unanswered, I can assure you! 
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SCENE 6- The Challenges 
 

Mrs Grimm: Another fantastic opportunity that camp affords our children is 
the chance to engage in wholesome, friendly competition with other 
attendees.  
 
Miss Wibberly: The students love to tap into their skills in order to compete in 
a variety of character-building and engaging activities.  
 
Mr Priddle: (snorts) Oh yes, the character-building nature of drowning in a 
lake!  
 
FLASHBACK 
 
(Instructors Hailey and Renee enter, jogging and taking their heart beats. 
Behind them the kids stagger in, exhausted) 
 
Instructor Hailey: Come on guys! That was only five kilometres! How are you 
lot going to manage when we step it up to ten? 
 
(Mr Prefix appears, struggling badly and groans loudly as he flops onto the 
floor. Miss Suffix jogs in and, with Renee, tries to lead the unenthusiastic kids in 
some stretching) 
 
Charlie: We’re not used to such early mornings!  
 
George: Or so much fresh air! 
 
Casey: Or sunshine! 
 
Kerry: Can we go back to bed? 
 
George: Or at least have some proper breakfast?! A tiny bowl of cold, salty 
porridge is hardly going to keep us going till lunchtime! 
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Frankie: Yeah, my names Frankie, not Oliver! 
 
George: And I’m not the Artful Dodger.  
 
Frankie: And yet (both sing “all we ever get is Gruel”) 
 
Jodie: Not to mention last night’s chicken nuggets were somehow both burnt 
and raw! 
 
Arthur: (shuddering) Awful. After I showered the mashed potato out of my hair 
I spent the whole night on the toilet!  
 
Kerry: Gross, Arthur! 
 
Jodie: Don’t act so cool – you weren’t so hot yourself last night, Kerry!  
 
Frankie: And what happened to my Sundae?  
 
George: Yeah, Mum told me that camp was going to be so much fun! 
 
Casey: I don’t like it here. I want to go home! Now! 
 
Instructor Hailey: Oh, don’t say that. It’ll be OK, I promise. You just need to dig 
deep and find some inner-strength….a bit like that lot over there. 
 
(In perfect formation, the pupils from Toffington College jog in and stand to 
attention on the other side of the stage, barely out of breath, while their 
military-type teacher, Miss Finster, inspects their ranks. Two pupils carry a 
banner showing their coat of arms or insignia, which is perhaps something 
sinister like a hammer! Also shown is their Latin motto: Victoria Omni Pretio.)  
 
Charlie: Ugh. That lot are a pack of robots.  
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Instructor Renee: Not exactly. They’re from the ‘Toffington College of 
Excellence and High Achievement’, the other school that are staying here! And 
that’s their teacher, Miss Finster. 
 
Jodie: We’ve met. The ‘Toffington College of Excellence and High 
Achievement’...what a fun place to go to school….not! 
 
Miss Finster: (over-hearing the last comment and coming over) Whether it is 
fun or not is of no concern to you. In fact, it is of no concern to our pupils 
either! They attend Toffington College to learn discipline and how to achieve 
highly in everything. (looking them up and down) Clearly not the case at your 
school. 
 
Roger: (under his breath) Can’t even win at a food fight. (Toffington College kids 
smirk and high-five) 
 
(Instructors Bert and Steve enter, limping and gasping. They steady themselves 
with a hand on the Toffington pupils’ shoulders, who look at them with disdain.)  
 
Instructor Steve: These lot….(gasp).…not human… 
 
Instructor Bert: Could barely….(gasp)….keep up!  
 
Genevieve: (rolling her eyes) We’re just disciplined and fit. 
 
Theodore: We have the highest standards. 
 
Roger: Which we never fail to live up to. 
 
Rosalind: We believe it’s not the taking part that counts, but the winning.   
 
Montgomery: To us, coming second is failure, so we always come first. 
 
Casey: (calling over) What are those weird words on your flag? 
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Cordelia: That is our Latin motto. Don’t you recognise Latin? 
 
Charlie: Well I know ‘expecto patronum’ and ‘wingardium leviosah’…does that 
count? 
 
Rosalind: (rolling her eyes) Victoria Omni Pretio. It means ‘win at any cost. 
 
Instructor Steve: Well….(gasp).…if that hike is anything to go by….(gasp).… 
 
Instructor Bert: there’s no doubt you lot….(gasp).… mean business! 
    

SONG: 5/6s 
 
 
(As the song finishes the Toffington pupils march off behind Miss Finster. 
Instructors 3 and 4 stagger after them.) 
 
Kerry: So, we’re competing against that lot in every challenge are we? 
 
Casey: They’ll wipe the floor with us. Hey, maybe we should have a school 
motto; how do you say ‘can’t cope particularly well away from home’ in Latin? 
 
Instructor Hailey: Oh you’ll be fine. I know they are intimidatingly efficient 
at…well everything but you guys have…um….well… 
 
(The children look at her expectantly) 
 
Instructor Hailey: Such great… smiles.   
 
(The children visibly droop) 
 
Instructor Renne: Enough moping. Come on, it’s nearly time for lunch. 
 
 Frankie: Or ‘horribilis sloppius maximus’ as it should be known……. 
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SCENE 7- Raft Building 
 
(Mrs Grimm, Mr Priddle and Miss Wibberly stand centre stage again.) 
 
Mrs Grimm: As you know, an important reason to send your children to camp 
is so that they can learn to work successfully as a team. 
 
Mr Priddle: The group challenges the children will face at Slippery Slopes mean 
that, should they all return alive, they will be confident, skilful team-players. 
 
Miss Wibberly: (alarmed by Mr Priddle) Yes. Last year’s group had a bit of a 
shaky start with regard to some of the official activities, but they did eventually 
learn to work as a team.. 
 
Mr Priddle: (under his breath) of little thieves.   
 
FLASHBACK 
 
(The three exit. Miss Suffix and Mr Prefix enter looking worried.) 
 
Miss Suffix: (Checking his clipboard) Hmm. Our lot haven’t been doing too well, 
have they?  
 
Mr Prefix: Bit of an understatement there. That litter-picking task I was 
supervising was a fiasco! I think we left the place worse than we found it after 
stopping for a snack!  
 
Miss Suffix: Yes, I can’t believe how many of our children managed to get 
themselves buried during the hole-filling challenge. Mind you, that Toffington 
lot certainly know how to handle a spade! 
 
Mr Prefix: I tell you, it’ll be a miracle for our lot if we go home with the same 
number we brought!  
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Miss Suffix: (checking her clipboard) Well, it looks like they have another 
opportunity to show some skill during the raft building challenge this 
afternoon. It says they’ll be building rafts then sailing them across the lake! 
 
Mr Prefix: (suddenly alarmed) What?! Sailing on OPEN WATER!? Our lot!? Oh, I 
don’t think I can take much more of this. What with the lack of decent food, a 
freezing bedroom and that rat I saw in the shower this morning, my nerves are 
in tatters! 
 
(They exit one side of the stage as Renee and Steve along with the children, now 
carrying life jackets and helmets enter on the other side.) 
 
Instructor Renee: Come on now, don’t be down-hearted. So the Toffington lot 
can dig and fill holes quicker than you – big deal. You’ll beat them on this next 
challenge. 
 
Kerry: Which is? 
 
Instructor Steve: Raft-building! It requires you to plan, be resourceful, 
communicate... basically to work as a team! Are you up to the job?! 
 
Sue: (enthusiastically) YEAH!   
 
(none of the other kids respond) 
 
Sue: Come on guys. We can do it- we can stick it to those Toffs! Just imagine 
this… 
  
 

SONG: 5/6s                                     
 
 
Sue: So what do you think? Are we ready for it? 
 
(George shakes his head ‘no’ as the others drift off, disinterested) 
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Kerry: Love your enthusiasm  Sue but I think I will sit this one out… 
 
George: Yeah I think I’ll give it a miss. 
 
Instructor Steve: What do you mean ‘you might give it a miss’?  You can do this! 
You just need to get organised. Share the jobs out like we discussed. Play to your 
strengths. First off, the energetic ones need to collect the wood, barrels, rope 
and oars from over there (pointing off stage). 
 
Instructor Renee: Whoever’s good at art and design, you can draw a plan. A 
couple of you with nimble fingers can tie the knots in the rope. The strong ones 
lift the raft to the water. The ones that are good at maths can work out where 
everyone should sit so you don’t sink. And someone needs to be in charge. 
Come on! 
 
Jodie and Sue: Yes! Let’s do it! 
 
All Children: (unenthusiastically grumbling ‘okay’ and ‘fine’)  
 
(They begin to unenthusiastically build the raft while complaining. Instructors 
Hailey and Bert arrive with the Toffington students and Miss Finster. The 
Toffingtons  begin planning their own raft) 
 
Arthur: Oh no! What are they doing here? Come for a gloat no doubt. 
 
Charlie: Just ignore them. Come on, let’s see if this thing floats. 
 
(As they put on their life jackets Toffington students, directed by Miss Finster, 
untie or sabotage the raft. The students get in and sink immediately!) 
 
Miss Finster: (to her pupils) You see what a lack of discipline leads to. Well, it’s 
no more than I expected from the likes of those urchins.  
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(The Toffington lot sneer and exit with instructors 3 and 4. Instructors 1 and 2 
pull the miserable children from the water. The material representing the water 
is lowered.)  
 
Arthur: I’m so glad tonight’s our last night. I can’t wait to go home…. 
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SCENE 8- The Midnight Feast 
 
(Mrs Grimm, Mr Priddle and Miss Wibberly stand centre stage again.) 
 
Mrs Grimm: Now, one thing we would like to make clear is that bad behaviour 
on this trip will not be tolerated. The children will be representing our school 
and we expect them to conduct themselves accordingly.  
 
Mr Priddle: (aggresively) In particular talking after lights-out is not happening if 
the kids want to make it through alive. I need my 8 hours. We will be patrolling 
the corridors and anyone still awake will be taken out and- 
 
Miss Wibberly: And led through a guided meditation to help soothe them to 
sleep.  
 
Mr Priddle: (snorts) Sure (pushes Wibberly and Grimm out of the way to 
monopolise the microphone) And on the topic of cabins and sleeping - under no 
circumstances will the children be having any midnight feasts. Yes, we know 
there’s a rumour going around that last year the children organised a, quote, 
“pumping  party”, but nothing like that will be happening on my watch. Bags will 
be searched and belongings sifted – not one fantale will be getting past me! 
 
(Miss Wibberly puts her head in her hands and shakes it as Mr Priddle rants) 
 
FLASHBACK 
 
( The girls are sitting in their cabins in their dressing gowns, chatting. Mr Prefix 
knocks and enters.) 
 
Miss Suffix: Time for lights-out girls. We need to be up at the crack of dawn to 
get started on the journey home.  
  
Jodie: Are you going straight to bed now too, Miss Suffix? 
 
Miss Suffix: I am indeed (yawning). You know the rules - only wake me up if-  
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The girls finish: someone is on fire! 
 
Jodie: We know Miss Suffix. Will Mr Prefix be coming around to say goodnight? 
 
Miss Suffix: He’s off saying goodnight to the boys. Have a good sleep! 
 
Girls: Niiiiight! 
 
Jodie: (checking she’s gone) Good, she’s gone. Right, let’s get started! 
 
Kerry: But we said we’d wait for the boys.  
 
Sue: Yeah! They’re bringing the goodies. 
 
Casey: They should be here any moment. I just hope they keep quiet and... 
 
(The boys burst in wearing dressing gowns and carrying blankets/sheets.) 
 
Charlie: PARTY TIME!!!!  
 

SONG:  5/6s 
                                                 
Frankie: So girls, where’s all the food? You’ve got it hidden, yeah? 
 
Jodie: Errr…..no! You lot were supposed to bring the food. Remember? 
 
(they look around at each other and realise nobody got the food) 
 
Casey: So what now? The vending machines are in the entrance hall on the 
ground floor. We have to go past the teachers’ rooms to get to them! 
 
Kerry: And because there’s no carpet in this place and the floorboards creak, 
they’re bound to hear anyone walking past, even on tiptoes!  
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Frankie: What do we do? We’ve got to have a midnight feast on the last night! 
 
Jodie: Well, the only way to the vending machines is through the front door. And 
the only way to the front door is out the dormitory window! 
 
George: But we’re two floors up! And anyway, won’t the front door be locked? 
 
Jodie: This is Slippery Slopes. Do you really think they remember to lock the 
front door at night? Listen you lot, we need to look at this as just another 
challenge. 
 
Arthur: We FAILED all the challenges! 
 
Casey: Well this one is different. This time we’re hungry for it. Literally. We’re 
going to have to pull together!  
 
Charlie: She’s right! What did the instructors say? We’ve got to play to our 
strengths, work out what needs doing then divide the jobs up! Come on, we 
can still salvage something from this trip! 
 
Jodie: (taking charge) Right, Here’s what we do. You two are the lightest 
(pointing to Kerry and Sue) so we’ll lower you out the window on blankets 
which you two (pointing to Casey and George) will need to tie together, ‘cause 
you’ve been in the cubs and brownies and know about knots, right? Go to the 
vending machine, get the goodies then climb back up! 
 
Charlie: (to Jodie) You and I are the strongest so we’ll hold the blankets while 
they climb down and then back up! 
 
Frankie: Oh oh! We’ll need a distraction! I know just what to do.  
 
Charlie: NO! The aim of the game is stealth, Frankie.  
 
Arthur: Well we a need look-out. I’ll stand by the door and keep an eye on 
things! 
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Jodie: OK, so what are we waiting for? Come on team, let’s do this! 
 
Sue: You see what teamwork can achieve?! This is going to be the best…. 
 
(The children get organised and the action is largely silent. We see Genevieve and 
some Toffington College students poking their heads around a corner to spy the 
kids mid-heist.) 
 
George: (watching Charlie and Jodie) Yes, they’re through the front door! Go on 
you beauties! 
 
Arthur: (noticing Genevieve as she dashes away) Shhhhh! It’s that Toffington lot! 
They’re coming down the corridor! 
 
(The kids quickly head back into the room and try to make it look normal- the 
boys hide as best they can. Miss Finster, and the Toffington pupils march 
onstage and try to open the door – Arthur is holding it shut.)  
 
Miss Finster: What’s going on in there?! Come on, open up! 
 
Genevieve: They’re having a midnight feast, Miss Finster with stolen food! We 
heard them planning it earlier.  
 
Theodore: They’re going to fill themselves with sugar Miss!  
 
Montgomery: We remembered what you said Miss Finster. Sugar is for the 
weak and the lazy!  
 
Miss Finster: Well done Monty, well done (pats him on the head – Monty looks 
proud). Just the sort of reckless behaviour I’d expect from those reprobates. 
Genevieve, fetch the manager. Cordelia, Roger, go and wake up their teachers. 
We’ll soon put a stop to this! 
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Genevieve, Cordelia and Roger: (exiting) Yes Miss Finster. Right away Miss 
Finster.  
 
(Miss Finster bangs on the door again. Ingrid swoops in and shoulders open the 
door, dislodging Arthur who scrambles to hide) 
 
Ingrid: Ah HAH!   
 
Miss Finster: Caught you red-handed! (seeing no sign of anything amiss she 
looks confused) . 
 
Kerry:  (rubbing eyes and pretending to yawn) Yes? What’s the matter? 
 
Ingrid: Well, we were told you were up to no good, but…..  
 
(The boys, Mr Prefix and the rest of the Toffington kids start arriving at the 
door) 
 
Casey: (innocently) Up to no good? We’ve been asleep since lights-out. 
 
Rosalind: But…but…we overheard you planning a midnight feast. 
 
Jodie: (innocently) A midnight feast? Not us! 
 
Sue: Never! 
 
Ingrid: Good, I need to get back to the Kitchens. Those mousetraps don’t set 
themselves! Sleep tight kids, don’t let the bed bugs bite. (leaves) 
 
(returns quickly) 
 
Ingrid: But seriously - they’re enormous - steer clear.  
 
Kerry: Wait! There are mice in the kitchen? Ew! 
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Ingrid: Oh don’t you worry, Fred got most of them but he’s gone missing so I’m 
doing a precautionary bait and trap ahead of breakfast.  
 
George: Fred’s missing? Wait…who’s Fred?  
 
Ingrid: Just the resident boa constrictor!  
 
(children look horrified)  
 
Arthur: B-boa c-c-constrictor?  
 
Ingrid: There’s nothing to worry about – he’s only here for the mice. Been here 
the whole time you have! He catches our mice and we put him up in Dorm A. 
 
Cordelia: (panicking) It sleeps in Dormitory A? But we’re in dormitory A! 
 
Miss Finster: (angrily to her pupils) Right! Back to your dormitories this instant! 
(now the Toffington pupils look horrified) How can you make such a stupid 
mistake? Toffington pupils do not make mistakes! You’ve embarrassed me you 
fools. You’ll regret this…….(the Toffington lot exit.)   
 
Genevieve: But they were talking about a vending machine. Honest Miss 
Finster! 
 
Cordelia: But Miss she just said there was a snake in our dorm….(Miss Finster 
cuts her off) 
 
Miss Finster: Off you go! Back to the dorms! 
 
(They exit the stage) 
 
Mr Prefix: (eyeing his charges suspiciously) Midnight feast, huh?  
 
(the boys have emerged now at the door to the girls dorm now) 
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Charlie: Us? Causing trouble like that?! Never, Sir! 
 
Frankie: How could you think it sir!? 
 
Kerry: Don’t you have any faith in us sir? 
 
Mr Prefix: (eyes them all down) Give us a snickers and I won’t say a word to 
your parents. 
 
(George looks around at the others then reluctantly digs a snickers out of his 
pocket and hands it over. Mr Prefix pockets the snickers and leaves. The kids 
high-five as they take out the rest of their feast!) 
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SCENE 9- Camp Review 
 
Mrs Grimm: So that’s the main thrust of it; everything you need to know about 
the trip.  
 
Miss Wibberly: It will be a wonderful opportunity for some wholesome, 
enriching experiences. They will return to you as ‘fuller’ and ‘more rounded’ 
individuals. It’s a chance for them to enjoy new surroundings, meet new people 
and become more independent! The lessons learned from their time away will 
stay with them for a lifetime! 
 
Mr Priddle: They’ll definitely stay with the adults involved for a lifetime, I can 
tell you that! 
 
FLASHBACK 
 
(The team is gathered in the same place and position as their earlier scene. 
With the exception of Ingrid they’re all looking exhausted and frazzled).  
 
Ingrid: Right team, what’s the verdict? 
 
(long silence) 
 
Steve: (thinking hard) Well…all the kids survived?  
 
Ingrid: Fantastic point! The activities were definitely a success in that regard 
(ticks something on the clipboard). What about meals - how did you go in the 
kitchens, Duncan? 
 
Duncan: Well…Stan has fixed the ovens and Brenda has learned a lot about 
food safety practises.  
 
Ingrid: Wow! Some professional development - love to see it! How about the 
dorms, Stan? What state were they left in? 
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Stan: Uh, we have a new windowless room we can use for food storage thanks 
to a spirited game of soccer on the last morning. 
 
Ingrid: Terrific! It sounds like we’re ready for the next group then! They should 
be here in (checks watch) two hours. Great work team, I’m proud of us.  
 
Team groans. 
 
Ingrid: Let’s get to it! 
 
(The team gets up and leaves. Brenda wanders in looking around then calls 
after them) 
 
Brenda: Has anyone seen Fred?  
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SCENE 10 – The Parents Part 2 
 
(We return to the parents and their lounge rooms. As the scene progresses the 
lighting changes mirror the first parent scene by highlighting different groups of 
parents) 
 
Jenny: Well as we predicted Jodie had a wonderful time and really challenged 
herself. Mr Prefix said she, and I quote, ‘Was a real leader both during the 
organised challenges and in after-hours activities that the kids themselves 
organised!’. A real ringleader he said - Fancy that! 
 
Homer: Yep - we knew she’d be a standout on those challenges - in fact, 
challenges is probably too strong a word for our Jodie! Regular little Iron 
Woman she is. Have you rung Kate? Wonder how Arthur went…  
 
Jenny: I’ll give them a call right now. (Jenny calls Kate) 
 
Kate:  Oh hi Jenny! Yes, he’s come back just exhausted. Oh I heard – Mr Priddle 
said they really showed the other school what _____ kids are made of. 
Apparently Arthur was a real asset to the team - always on the lookout for ways 
to help! 
 
Bill: I’ve always said camp is so wonderful for their team building skills. So 
important to be able to work in a group. Have you spoken to Mike and Annie 
yet? 
 
Kate: No, I'll try them now. Bye Jen! 
 
(Kate hangs up on Jenny and calls Mike and Annie) 
 
Mike: Hi Kate! Yes, we’re just catching up on the news now. Sounds like a great 
success! 
 
Annie: (speaking into the phone) Well we always knew they’d have a great 
time. It’s wonderful for Kerry to be able to stretch her wings a little –  
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Mike: We’ve always tried to nurture her independent spirit and camp is such a 
great opportunity for that. In fact Mr Prefix said she would often go her own 
way, despite what the group decided! We’re so proud.  
 
Annie: I wonder how Yvonne and Pete went? They must be happy to have the 
twins home again… 
 
(The lights go down on Annie and Mike and up on Yvonne and Pete’s house) 
 
Yvonne: Well. We’ve just spoken to Miss Suffix. She said you failed almost 
every challenge, you almost caused a bus accident and stole from the kitchen?  
 
Pete: Actually the word she used was ‘heist’!  
 
George: But we just wanted to have some fun like you said! 
 
Pete: So you climbed out the window using sheets like some sort of prison 
break!?  
 
Casey: But Dad it wasn’t just him, we all- 
 
Yvonne: Oh don’t think we’ve forgotten about you, young lady! What’s this I 
hear about a food fight? 
 
Casey: But-! 
 
Pete & Yvonne: No buts! Grounded! 
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SCENE 11- The Bus Depot Part 2 
 
(Ron arrives back at the bus depot. He staggers off the bus. Cath wraps him in a 
blanket and Alan hands him a mug of tea).  
 
Cath: There there, Ron, Let’s get you inside.  
 
Alan: Get some of that hot tea in you. 
 
Maggie: Come and sit down and tell us all about it, Ron.  
 
Ted: (heavy sigh) I suppose we should get started cleaning the bus. Give us a 
hand, fellas.  
 
Derek: What!? But I- 
 
Clive: Come on mate- for Ron.  
 
Derek: (grumbling) Fine. For Ron.  
 
(They head into the bus then all three run across the stage screaming) 
 
Clive: IS THAT A SNAKE!?  
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SCENE 12- Info Night Ends 
 
(For this scene we will set the teachers further up the stage with ‘parents’ 
seated in front.) 
 
Mrs Grimm: Now that you know all about the camp itself, let’s talk about costs. 
There’s the bus  - that’ll be a pretty penny as the driver stays the full week on 
camp. Then we have the food. Of course we always pay top dollar for the most 
nutritious and fulfilling meals. And we must factor in those enriching activities - 
all in all it’s looking like a bit of a bump up from last year but what an 
investment in your child’s futures! 
 
Miss Wibberly: Yes it will be well worth every penny, I’m sure! 
 
Mr Priddle: Just be sure to put some aside for the counselling afterwards.  
 
Mrs Grimm: Excellent. Now, if you have any questions please feel free (all 
hands go up) to ask Miss Wibberly. (makes a hasty exit, dragging Mr Priddle 
with her).  
 
 
 
 
 

 


